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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

The previous methods of estimating real estates 
assumed "a priori" that a market value was created as 
a sum of the attribute shares. These shares could be 
presented by different elementary functions, also 
non-linear. This assumption is satisfied especially by 
multiple linear regression model:

However some question arise:

• is the additive form of the market value variability 
model for all real estates markets optimum?

Among different non-linear functions of many 
variables, in modelling of a real estate unit price or 
value, a multiplicative combination of exponential 
variability’s of the particular attributes was analysed. 
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The advantages of an exponential form of the function:

• always positive value of real estates,
• describing variability as a monotone function,
• possibility to present the market or cadastral value 
variability in percentages in relation to its value at 
determined attributes (zero for example).

Estimation of model parameters may be done in many ways. 
In the present paper, the run system for Markow method 
(in form of least squares weighing method) will be 
submitted. And verification of estimated model will be
presented.

model of real estates unit values in form of model of real estates unit values in form of 
multiplicative exponential functionmultiplicative exponential function

(1)

where:
c – real estate unit price or unit value,

– real estate attributes, 
including the attribute of transaction time,

Bj – estimated model factors,
B0 – real estate unit value, for zero of all attributes.
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ESTIMATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS USING ESTIMATION OF MODEL PARAMETERS USING 
THE LEAST SQUARES WEIGHING METHODTHE LEAST SQUARES WEIGHING METHOD

For the estimation of the coefficients Bj, the function (1) has to 
be brought to a linear form. For this purpose, we take the 
logarithms of both sides, using the natural logarithm, and we 
receive:
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The system of equations (2) has the features of a probabilistic 
model, taking on in matrix notation the following form:

(3)

where:

- matrix , containing ones and 
attributes values of real estates in database,
- vector , containing natural logarithms
of database real estates prices,
- vector , containing estimated values
of logarithms of the model natural coefficients Bj ,
- vector , containing random deviations for 
natural logarithms of database real estates prices,

where n is the number of real estates in the database
and m is the number of attributes.
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By applying the least squares weighing method, we receive 
the following formulas for estimated parameters of a non-
linear model:

(4)

To determine a covariance matrix for estimated 
regression coefficients, we use the formula:

(5)

where is the variance of the multiplicative non-linear 
model estimation. Its estimator is given by the following 
expression:

(6)
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PROCEDURE PROCEDURE OF OF VERIFICATION VERIFICATION 
OFOF ANAN ESTIMATEDESTIMATED MODELMODEL

a) investigation of model acceptability regarding the values
of the factors variability and the convergence:

- coefficient of variation V:
(7)

where:  - standard error of remainders,
- mean value of real estates prices in database,

- coefficient of convergence ϕ2:
(8)

where:  - remainder for ith real estate (difference between 
a price observed and a price forecast according to the model).

Boundary values for V and ϕ2 are determined arbitrarily.
Mostly they are: V0 = 0,10 and =0,40.
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b) investigating the random components symmetry:

Suppose k is the number of positive (or negative) remainders δi. We 
verify the hypothesis concerning the remainder structure indicator 
with established sign (so-called fraction p) in the following form: 
H0: p=0.5, against the alternative hypothesis H1: p ≠ 0.5. The test 
statistics takes on the form:

(9)

If the test indicates the necessity to reject the null hypothesis, the 
analytic form of the model has to be modified.
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c) examining the significance of model coefficients:

- verification of a parameters system significance on the basis of 
Fisher-Snedecor's statistics, using the following hypothesis
H0:  against the alternative hypothesis H1: 
statistic form:

(10)

- verification of particular regression coefficients significance on 
the basis of T-Student statistics, under the null hypothesis
H0:  against the alternative hypothesis H1:  
statistic form:

(11)

If for any of explaining variables, the statistical test does not 
demonstrate reasons for rejecting the null hypothesis, we eliminate 
this variable from the model and we reestimate the parameters.
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FORECASTINGFORECASTING AA MARKET MARKET UNIT UNIT 
VALUE VALUE OF OF AA REALREAL ESTATEESTATE

The prediction of a real estate unit price cp (market 
value) is determined by substituting to the evaluated 
model, the values of the attributes aj. By converting this, 
we receive the forecast value for the analysed real 
estate:

The standard deviation, accordingly to the propagation of 
errors law, is calculated by formula:
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EXAMPLEEXAMPLE
Results of non-linear multiplicative models estimation for 
two different real estate data bases: 

Model 1

multiplicative model with 13+1 variables:

coefficient of convergence: ϕ2 = 0.32

variance of the multiplicative non-linear model estimation: = 0.02

standard error of estimation: = 0.14
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-1,240,0391-0,048513
-0,660,0333-0,022112
4,930,02170,107011
1,890,02760,052010
-3,310,0067-0,02239
-2,930,0302-0,08858
3,320,01290,04277
-0,760,0247-0,01866

1,99-3,920,0232-0,09085
1,080,02850,03084
-0,280,0530-0,01483
3,780,00180,00682
4,050,00410,01651

0,17050,53350

TtabTcalNumber of 
parameter

Table 1. Parameters of model 1

iB̂ln )ˆ(ln iBσ
Model 2

multiplicative model with 14+1 variables:

coefficient of convergence: ϕ2 = 0.16

variance of the multiplicative non-linear model estimation: = 0.01

standard error of estimation: = 0.07
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-4,650,0347-0,161414
-1,090,0155-0,016813
-0,790,0168-0,103312
8,280,01820,151011
0,550,02350,012910

-0,720,0054-0,00389
2,810,01830,05158

-1,210,0091-0,01107
2,00-0,750,0164-0,01236

-1,940,0136-0,02635
-1,890,0189-0,03574
3,220,02290,07363

-2,630,0010-0,00262
-0,360,0033-0,00121

0,12231,28960
TtabTcalParameter

iB̂ln )ˆ(ln iBσ
Table 2.
Parameters
of model 2

Table 3. Results of verification of model 1 and 2

1,861,85Ftab

23,6312,49Fcal

1,961,96Ztab

0,800,55Zcal

4250k
0,160,32ϕ2

0,080,13V
21Model

Model 1a:
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coefficient of convergence: ϕ2 = 0.36

variance of the multiplicative non-linear model estimation: = 0.02

standard error of estimation: = 0.15
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Table 4. Parameters of model 1a

5,670,01900,10787

-3,400,0063-0,02156

-3,230,0284-0,09185

3,090,01280,03954

1,99-4,260,0213-0,09073

5,320,00160,00832

5,560,00360,01991

0,09360,42230

TtabTcalNumber of 
parameter iB̂ln )ˆ(ln iBσ
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Model 2a:

54321
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coefficient of convergence: ϕ2 = 0.18

variance of the multiplicative non-linear model estimation: = 0.01

standard error of estimation: = 0.070σ

2
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Table 5. Parameters of model 2a

-4,300,0280-0,12025
11,250,01450,16284
2,520,01600,04043

1,993,390,01820,06172
-2,590,0007-0,00191

0,07061,05330

TtabTcalNumber of 
parameter iB̂ln )ˆ(ln iBσ

Comparing coefficients of determination R2=1-ϕ2

obtained for models 1 and 1a (0,68 and 0,64) as well 2 
and 2a (0,84 and 0,82), we can notice that the 
reduction of number of variables is negligible for 
quality of model.

Table 6. Results of verification of model 1a and 2a

2,352,13Ftab

23,6321,53Fcal

1,961,96Ztab

0,340,53Zcal

3748k

0,180,36ϕ2

0,090,14V
2a1aModel

The result of verification is positive for both models.

CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

The example shows, that the model in multiplicative form 
can be also good in modelling of market value of real estate 
and can give also high accuracy of prediction results. So, 
taking account of his advantages, it can be even better 
than a model in additive form.

An analogical analysis can be done for other methods of 
model parameters estimation. The equality of parameters, 
estimated by different methods, may be verified using 
suitable statistical tests. Within the framework of the 
comparison of estimation methods, also the covariance 
matrixes for parameters achieved by different estimation 
methods should be compared.


